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INTRODUCTION 
The first ergodic theorems for semigroups of nonlinear operators date 
back to work done by J. B. Baillon Cl, 23 in 1975, 1976, where he proved 
(in [2]) that /I.I/-lim.,, (l/T) j’t S(i) x dt exists for an odd (nonlinear) 
contraction semigroup (S(t)), a 0 in real Hilbert space. In subsequent years, 
various authors have extended his results to motions and almost-orbits of 
nonlinear strongly continuous semigroups in uniformly convex Banach 
spaces; e.g., see [4-10, 22-24, 26, 27, 30, 31, 33, 351, as well as [4, 10, 241 
for yet further references. These results apply to strong and integral solu- 
tions of the (quasi-autonomous) nonlinear Cauchy problem 
ti(t) E Au(t)+f(t), ttz[W+ 
u(O)=u,ED(A. I 
Recently [36, 38, 391, we discovered that the concept underlying all of 
these various ergodic theorems is that of a (vector valued) weakly almost 
periodic function as introduced (in the scalar case) by W. F. Eberlein [16]. 
*This work was supported in part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the 
National Science Foundation under Grant INT-8822565. 
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The purpose of this paper is to consider the time-dependent Cauchy 
problem 
G(t) E A(t) u(r) +f(t), O<.S<t 
u(s) = X()E D(A(s)). 3 
(CP) 
In this case, strong (f= 0) and integral solutions (f~ L’(R+, X)) can often 
be realized as motions and asymptotic trajectories of the evolution system 
(fI(t, S) ( 0 d s < t} associated with the operators A(t), t 20. Under the 
assumption that all .!I( t, s), 0 < s 6 t, are p-periodic for some p > O-one that 
is trivially true for any p > 0 in the semigroup case, the main result of this 
paper (Theorem 1.2 below) specifies conditions on X and an asymptotic 
trajectory u: R+ + X of { u(t, s)lO <S f t> in order for u to be weakly 
almost periodic. 
As in the semigroup case [36, 38, 391, this result then enables us to bring 
two powerful general ideas into play-the theory of almost periodic func- 
tions on semigroups as developed by DeLeeuw and Glicksberg [ 13, 143 
and Eberlein’s classical mean ergodic theorem [ 16, Thm. 3.11. Taken 
together, these allow us to deduce the following for a motion or asymptotic 
trajectory r4:R+ +Xof (U(t,s)(O<sQt’,: 
(1) a decomposition of the form u = U( . + r, 0) y + cp such that (the 
motion) U(. + r, 0) .v: [w + -+ X is almost periodic in the classical sense of 
Bohl-Bohr-Bochner and q is a function vanishing at infinity in a certain 
weak sense, and 
(2) strong ergodic limit theorems for the general case of (p-periodic) 
evolution systems. 
This, in turn, leads to 
(3) results on weak almost periodicity and a corresponding decom- 
position (see (1)) for strong (f= 0) and integral (fe L*(R+, X)) solutions 
to the time-dependent Cauchy problem (CP), 
(4) ergodic theorems for solutions to (CP), and 
(5) results on the existence of almost periodic and periodic solutions 
to (CP). 
Our results on bounded solutions in uniformly convex Banach spaces 
complement earlier work by Haraux [ 17, 181 on solutions with (norm-) 
relatively compact range in general Banach spaces. Trajectories with 
relatively compact range of periodic semicontractive volution systems are 
necessarily asymptotically almost periodic [ 17, Thm. 1.1; 18, Thm. 81, and 
thus decompose uniquely into the sum of an almost periodic trajectory and 
a (norm-) C,-function. 
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Section 1 contains the main result on weak almost periodicity and the 
corresponding decomposition. In Sections 2 and 3, we present related 
results and applications to solutions of (CP). Moreover, starting from an 
example considered by Haraux [17, Remark 1.3(b)], we bring the third 
and final section to an end by showing that the periodicity requirement is 
crucial in that motions can fail to be weakly almost periodic even in the 
case of almost periodic evolution systems. 
1. MAIN RESULT 
Throughout this section, we work in the context of a p-periodic (p > 0) 
strongly continuous evolution system with closed convex domains in 
a Banach space X; i.e., a family {U(t,.s)(O<~<t} of mappings 
U(t, s) : D(s) c X + D(t) with the properties 
U(4 t) = ido,,, for all t 20; 
U(r, s) U(s, r) = U(t, r) forall O<r<s<r; 
U( -, s) .r : [s, cc ) + X is continuous for all 
s E [w + and all x E D(s); 
each domain D(t) is closed and convex, t > 0; (1.4) 
there exists p > 0 such that U(t +p, s +p) = U(t, s) for all 
O,<s,<t. (1.5) 
In the linear case, U( t, s) E B(X) and D(f) = X for all 0 < s G t, we shall 
additionally assume that { U(t, s)lO <s < r ) is uniformly bounded, 
II ut, s)ll d fv forsome M>landallO<s<t. (1.6) 
In the nonlinear case, we shall assume that all U(t, s) are nonexpansive: 
II ut, s) x - U(4 s) Y II d II 5 -Y II 
for all 0 ,< s d t and all X, y E D(s). (1.7) 
We shall need the following concepts. 
Notation and Terminology. (a) A function u : R+ -+X is called an 
asymptotic trajectory of { U( t, s)l 0 < s < t } if lim, _ x infxG D(sJ suprr s 
I/u(t)- U(t,s)x(l =o (cf. [ll]). 
580,94 I-13 
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(b) Anasymptotictrajectoryu:R+-+Xof (U(t,s)JO<sft}issaid 
to be p-uniformly asymptotically isometric if lim, _ xi (1 u(r + kp) - u( 011 = 
p(k) exists uniformly over ke N (cf. [7, Defn. 2.1; 27, Prop. 5.51). 
(c) If u : R+ 4 X is any function from lR+ into X, then 
y(u)= {u(t)lr~R+} denotes the range of u, and w,(u)= {y~X(u(t,)+j 
weakly in X for some sequence 0 6 t,l + cc } denotes the weak o-limit set 
of 14. 
(d) The space of all bounded continuous functions from R+ into X, 
endowed with the supremum norm, will be denoted by (C,( [WC, X), (1. I( %), 
and the space of almost periodic functions from R into X (in the sense of 
Bohl-Bohr-Bochner [ 31) by AP( R, X). 
(e) For a given function fe C,( R+, X), we denote by H(f) its set of 
translates: H(f) = (f,) co~(W+}, wheref,(t)=f(t+o) for 1, WEIR+. 
1.1. DEFINITION [25, 371. A function f~c,([W+, X) is said to be 
weakly almost periodic in the sense of Eberlein (E. - w.a.p.) if its set H(f) 
of translates is a weakly relatively compact subset of (C,( lR+, X), 1) .)I Z,). 
The space of all E.-w.a.p. functions from R! + into X will be denoted by 
W(lR +, X). M/,(R+, X) denotes the (closed linear) subspace of all 
cp E W( R +, X) for which the zero function is contained in the weak closure 
of H(q) (“weak” in the sense of the weak topology of (C,(R+, X), (I . I( ,)). 
(In the scalar case, this notion goes back to Eberlein [16].) 
In what follows, we shall call a function f E C,( [WC, X) almost periodic if 
it is the restriction to R+ of an almost periodic function g E AP(R, X). 
We can now formulate the main result of this paper. 
1.2. THEOREM. Assume that u : [WC + X is a untformly continuous 
asymptotic trajectory of a p-periodic evolution system ( U( t, s) IO < s < t } on 
X. if either 
(a) { U( t, s)lO <s < t} is a uniformly bounded linear evolution system 
and y(u) is weakly relatively compact in X, or 
(b) X is untformly convex, all U( t, s) : D(s) + D(t), 0 <s < t, are non- 
expansive, and u : IF!’ --, X is bounded and p-uniformly asymptotically 
isometric, then we have 
(1) u is weakly almost periodic in the sense of Eberlein, and 
(2) there exist T E [0, p), y E w,.(u) n D(O), and rp E W,(R+, X) such 
that 
(i) u=U(.+T,o)y+cp, and 
(ii) U( . + T, 0) y: R + + X is almost periodic. 
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Thus, for any sequence (o,), in IR +, the corresponding sequence (u,,), 
of translates of an asymptotic trajectory II as in Theorem 1.2 has a sub- 
sequence that is weakly convergent (to an element of IV@+, X)) in the 
Banach space (C,( Iw +, X), I( . )I oo ). Moreover, there exists a sequence (u,J, 
of translates of u that is weakly convergent o an almost periodic motion 
U( . + T, 0) y of { U(t, S) ) 0 < s < t }. In this sense, such asymptotic trajec- 
tories are weakly asymptotically close to an almost periodic motion. 
Theorem 1.2 extends the corresponding semigroup results [36, 
Thtoreme 1; 38, Thm. 1.4; 39, Thm. 2.11 to the case of general periodic 
evolution systems. 
In the course of the proof, the following technical emma will be needed. 
1.3. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2(b), if u: R+ + X is 
the given asymptotic trajectory of {U(t, s) JO<si t} and (k,), c N with 
k,foo,s~R+,and(x,),cD(s)aresuchthatlim,,,, supIro I(u(t+k,p+T) 
- V( t + T, T) x, I( = 0, then we have the following: 
(a) For every E > 0, there exists no E N such that U( t + T, t) is 
.+approximately affine on clco {x, 1 n 2 nD} for all t 2 0; 
(b) If, in addition, (u(k,p + T)), converges weakly to z E A’, then 
(U(t, 5) x,), converges weakly to U(t, T) z for U/l t > 5. 
Recall (cf. [7]) that a nonexpansive map T is said to be s-approximately 
a&e on a convex set C for some E > 0 if 
for any choice of n E N, {c,, ..,, c, j c C, and 1,) . . . . 1, E 1w + with 2; 1, = 1. 
Furthermore, for any subset K of a Banach space, co K and clco K denote 
the convex hull and the closed convex hull of K, respectively. 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. C = clco {x,, ) n E N } is a closed convex bounded 
subset of D(T). Thus, according to [8, Lemma 1.1; and 9, Theorem 2.11, 
there exists a continuous convex strictly increasing function y: R+ + R+ 
with y(O) = 0 such that 
(1) Y(IIT(C~~~~)-~~~~~~II)~~~~~,~{II~~~-~,II-IIT~~-~~~~I} 
for all nonexpansive maps T: C --) X and all (finite) convex combinations 
C Ai xi of elements xi E C. 
NOW, given E > 0, choose 6 > 0 such that y -‘(66) < E. According to the 
assumptions on u and (x,),, there exists no E N such that 
(2) I llu(t+k,p+r)-u(t+k,p+r)ll-p(k,-k,)l <h 
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for all nam&n, and all t>O, and 
(3) Ilu(k,p+r+t)-Cl(r+r,r)x,II<6 for all nan, and all t>O. 
This implies that, for all n>,m an, and all t 20, 
(4) lIXn-X,Il-lI(U(t+T,T)X,,--U(t+T,T)X,,ll < lb,--u(kzP+T)ll+ 
Ilu(k,p+r) - u(k,p+~)li + IIu(k,,,p+~) - .ymll - \I~(~+T,T)x,, - 
U(t+LT)X,Il < 2~3 + (Ib(k,P+T) - u(k,P+T)li - P(k,-km,)) + 
p(k, - k,) - I( u(f + T, T) X, - u(t + T, 5) X, (1 < 3s + 26 + (p(k, - k,,) - 
I(u(t+k,p+T)-u(t+k,p+~)11)<66. 
From (4) and ( 1) (and the choice of 6 > 0), we conclude that 
(5) II~(?+T,T)~~~X,-~~~U(~+T,T)X,~II<& for all tIi>tI,, t>,O, 
and Ai20 with C &= 1. 
This shows that U(t + T, T) is &-approximately afine on {x, ( n > n,,}. An 
elementary calculation (cf. the second part of the proof of [7, Lemma 2.21) 
shows that this extends to clco{x, 1 n > n, } for some n, > n,, which com- 
pletes the proof of proposition (a). 
In order to prove proposition (b), let t > T, and Cr = clco{ U(t, T) x, 1 
n E N }. As C, is a weakly compact subset of a separable linear subspace of 
X and thus is weakly metrizable, it is enough to show that any weak limit 
of a subsequence of (iY(t, T) x,,),! is eqUd to U(t, t) Z. For simplicity of 
notation, we again denote a given subsequence by (U( t, T) x,),, and thus 
assume that (U(t, T) x,), converges weakly to J’E X. Given E > 0, and 
x* E X* with (Ix*/( = 1, there exists n,~ N such that 
(6) I(U(t,r).u,,-?;.u*)/<~foralln~n,, 
and, by (a), 
(7) CJ(t, T) is .s-approximately afine on clco(x,ln an,}. 
As (z}=n;=,clco{x,(l>k} [15, p.439, Ex.433, there exists xI= 
x ljxn, E co { x, I n > Q} such that 
63) I/z--x,/l <E. 
We conclude from (6)--(8) that 
I(u(t,T)Z-J$X*)\ <'I(C'(t,T)Z-U(t,T)X,,X*)l 
+ U(t,r)x,-~CjU(t,r)x,,,x* 
I( 
+ CAjU(t,T)X,,-Y,X* 
I( >I 
<3&. 
This shows that y = U( t, T) z, and the proof of Lemma 1.3 is thus complete. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) According to the characterization of vector 
valued weakly almost periodic functions from [25, Thm. 3; 37, Thm. 2.11, 
given sequences (a,),, c US+, (t,), c R+, and (xz), in 
and 
B,. = {x* E X* ( I(x*JI ,< 1> such that the limits 
a=limlim(u(t,+w,),.~~) 
II m 
fi = lim lim (u(t,, + w,), xz) 
m n 
both exist, we have to show that a=/?. 
Case 1. (o,), is bounded. 
In this case, we can assume that w, + o,, E R +. The equality of a and p 
then follows easily from the fact that u,“, + a,, uniformly on R+ since u is 
assumed to be uniformly continuous. 
Case 2. (a,,), is unbounded. 
As u is an asymptotic trajectory of { V(r, s)/ 0 <,<s< t}, there exists a 
sequence 0 i S, t a such that 
(1) for every s 2 S, there exists x, E D(S) such that 
As (w,), is unbounded, we can assume (by going over to a subsequence) 
that m,,=k,,p+T,, with (k,), = N, k, t co, k,,p as,, 5, E v4 P), 
r, + r E [0, p], and (u(w,)), is weakly convergent o some z E X. Now, for 
s = k, p + t, choose x, E D(k, p + 7) = D(r) according to (1). Uniform 
continuity of u implies that u(k, p + r) + z weakly in X. Moreover, from 
we have that x, + z weakly in X. We thus conclude that 
(2) U(t+r,~)x,+U(r+r,r)zweaklyinXforallt~0. 
In the linear case, this is obvious; in the general nonlinear case, we use 
proposition (b) of Lemma 1.3. Uniform continuity of u and r, + r also 
easily imply that 
cr=limlim(u(t,+k,p+r),x:) 
n m 
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By going over to subsequences and using a diagonalization argument, we 
can assume that lim, (U(t, + ‘5, T) x,, x2) exists for all n E N, and that 
lim,, (U(t, + t, t) x,, xz) exists for all m E N. We now show that 
(3) C1=lim,lim,(U(t,+5,s)?c,,x~) and ~=lim,lim,(U(t,+ 
5, T) X,, X2). 
In fact, from the choice of (x,), c D(r), we have that 
(4) IIu(t + k,p + T) - U(t + T, T) x, I( c l/n for all n E N and all 
t > 0. 
Hence Ilim,(u(t,+k,p+r),xz)-lim,(U(t,+~,t)x,,x~)(<l/n for all 
n E N, which proves (3) for a. Moreover, for fixed m E N, we conclude from 
(4) that lim, (u(t, + k, p + T), x2) = lim, (U(t, + 5, t) x,, x2), and this 
proves (3) for p. We are now prepared to show that a = /3. 
Let E > 0, and, for n E N, put a, = lim, (U(t, + T, 7) x,, xz). Choose 
n, E N such that 
(5) la,-al <E for all nan,, and 
(6) U( t, T) is E-approximately afine on clco{x, ) n 2 no} for all 
t>,t. 
In the linear case, (6) is clear, while we use Lemma 1.3(a) in the nonlinear 
case. Now note that, from (2) and (3), 
(7) 8=lim,(U(t,+~,r)z,x~). 
As {z} = n;=, clco{x,)[>n}, we can choose 
(8) J=~~~x,Eco{x,(~>/~~} such that llz-yI( <E. 
Then we have that 
(9) (IU(t,+5,t)),-U(t,+r,r)zll<~forallm~~, 
and by (6) that 
(10) /IU(t,+z,r)y-~~jU(tm+~,f)~j(Ic~ for all HEN. 
We conclude that 
c 2E for all m E N. 
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Taking the limit as m + CC and using (7), we arrive at 
(11) /,&zj-fil Q2E. 
Taken together with (5), this yields 
We have thus shown that CL= fl, so that, in fact, UE W (lQ+, A’). 
(2) According to what we have proved so far, u E W( Iw ++, X). From 
the DeLeeuw-Glicksberg theory of almost periodic functions on semigroups 
[13, 141, we conclude that there exists an almost periodic function 
g E AP( R, X) and an element cp E W,( R +, X) such that 
(12) u=gl,++cp. 
Since cp E PVO(R+, X), we can choose a sequence (k,), in N with k, t m and 
k,* p 3 s, for n E N (where (s,),~ is chosen according to (1) above) such that 
(13) qknp+O weakly in (U/,(R+, JO, II.ll,). 
Indeed, first note that there exist sequences 0 <w, T co, (m,), in N with 
m,,foo and m,>s,, and (r,), in [O,p) such that co,=m,p+z,, 
*,, -+ *E CO, PI, and cp,,, + 0 weakly. Since cp is uniformly continuous 
C40, Prop. 2.11, (P,~,~+~ -+ 0 weakly as well. We thus conclude that 
b-P(m,+l,pL= k%H.p+r+~p--r,)n converges weakly to 0, and so ( 13) holds 
with k, = m, + 1, n E N. As u has weakly relatively compact range and g is 
almost periodic, we can further assume that 
(14) u(k,p)+zeco,,.(u) weakly in X, and 
(15) gknp + f E AP( R, X) uniformly over I?& 
Next, we choose a sequence y, E [2k,p, cc) n P,,,,,,(g) (where P,(g) 
denotes the set of a-almost periods for g) such that 
(16) g,,” -+ g uniformly over R, 
and, according to (I), elements x, E D(k, p) = D(O), n E N, such that 
(17) s”Ptak,p b(t)- u(t, k,p) x, II < l/n. 
Then (14) and (17) together with Lemma 1.3(b) imply that 
(18) x, + z E D(0) weakly in X, 
(19) iJ(t,O)x,+U(t,O)z weaklyinXforal1 t>O, and 
(20) u(r + k, p) --) U(t, 0) z weakly in X for all t > 0. 
Together with (13) and ( 15), this shows that 
(21) .f(t)=U(t,O)z for all t30. 
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Now note that, according to (15), (16), and the choice of (P,),~, 
(221 .fp,-k”, + g uniformly on R. 
At this point, let P,~-k,p=q,p + 5, with (q,,)nc fY u {O} and t,~ [O,p) 
such that (by going over to a subsequence if necessary) T,, + 7 E [O, p]. 
Uniform continuity off then leads to 
(23) fqnP+I -+ g uniformly over R. 
Now, let I’, = U(q, p, 0) z, and note that yn = f(q,, p) E D(0) n o,,(u) by 
(18), (20), and (21). According to (23), ~~ 4 g( -7). Thus, y= g( -7) is an 
element of w,,,(u) n D(0) since o,.(u) is weakly closed [39, Lemma 2.61. 
Finally, given any t 2 0 and using (21) and (23), we have that 
U(t+T,O)y=lim U(t+t+q,p,q,,p) Vq,p,O)z 
n 
=lim U(t+r+q,p,O)z 
rr 
=limf(t+r+q,p)=g(r). n 
This together with (12) completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Note. For the special case of an almost-trajectory u of 
{U(t,s)(Ois<tj (i.e., a map u:R+ -+Xsuch that u(t)~D(t) for all t20 
and lim,, r. supha Ilu(t+h)- LT(t+h, t)u(t)(l =O), we remark in passing 
that the proof in the nonlinear setting of assertion (1) of Theorem 1.2 can 
be reduced to our discrete weak almost periodicity result [38, Thm. 4.1). 
Indeed, for each t E R +, the map v: N + D(t) defined by v(k) = u(t + kp) is 
a bounded and asymptotically isometric almost-orbit (for the terminology, 
see [38, Sect. 4 3) of the contraction T= CJ(r + p, t) mapping D(t) into 
D(t), and thus, according to [38, Thm. 4.11, is weakly almost periodic (as 
a map from iW into X). Using the interchangeable double limits criterion, 
this fact together with uniform continuity of u implies that u E W(lR +, X). 
A similar argument can also be given in the linear case by using the 
discrete analog of [39, Thm. 2.11. (For this approach to reduction of the 
continuous to the discrete case, compare the proof of [ 11, Thm. 0.21.) 
2. ERG~DIC THEOREM AND RELATED RESULTS 
Theorem 1.2 can be used to derive further asymptotic properties for 
asymptotic trajectories of periodic evolution systems, and we start with the 
strong ergodic limit theorem; i.e., the existence of 1) . II-lim Td ~- (l/T) lc u(t) dt. 
As in [36,38,39 3, we consider the following more general class of kernel 
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functions which includes those considered in [4, Sect. 1; 24, Sect. 9.3; 33, 
Sect. 2; 341. 
A function Q: R + x R + + R will be called strong/j’ regular if 
(1) IQ@, .)ls~R+ > is a bounded subset of L’( R + ), 
(2) lim,,, j; Q(s, c) dc = 1, 
(3) lim,,, j,‘lQ(.s, c)l dc=O for all T>O, and 
(4) lim,-, I,? lQ( s, c+h)-Q(s, c)l dc=O for all h~iW+. 
2.1. ERGODIC THEOREM. Under the assumption on X, { U( c, s) I 0 6 s 6 c 1, 
and the asymptotic trajectory u: Iw+ -+ X of Thkorem 1.2, there exists an 
element z E clco o,,.(u) such that 
(I . I[-/~I Iox Q(s, c) u(c + h) dc = 2 
uniformly over h E Iw+ for any strongly regular kernel function 
Q:R+xR+-+R. 
This result extends the strong ergodic limit theorems for semigroups 
cited in the introduction to the case of general periodic evolution systems. 
The proof follows as a direct consequence of Theorem 1.2 and the ergodic 
properties of general E.-w.a.p. functions (cf. [40; 38, proof of 
Theorem 2.11). 
2.2. Remarks. (1) The decomposition of Theorem 1.2 leads to the 
following characterization of the ergodic limit z specified in Theorem 2.1: 
There exists WED(O) such that 
(a) the trajectory U( ., 0) W: R’ + -+ X is p-periodic, and 
(bj ~=(l/p)~~U(c+r,O)wdc. 
In the nonlinear context, this can be seen by reducing the continuous to the 
discrete case as in the proof of [ 11, Thm. 0.23 and using Lemma 1.3 
together with either the discrete ergodic theorem of [23] or [38, 
Thm. 4.21. For the linear case, the conclusion follows from the same reduc- 
tion in conjunction with [16, Thm. 5.11. 
(2) For the case of an almost-trajectory u: [w + + X of { U(r, s) IO < 
s<c) (i.e., u(t)~D(f) for all (20 and lim,,, sup,,, Ilu(c+h)- 
U(c + h, c) u(t)\1 = 0), the methods of proof of both [ 11. Thm. 0.2; 19, 
Thm. l] can be combined with either the discrete ergodic theorem of [23] 
or [38, Thm. 4.21 (nonlinear case) and the discrete analog of 
[39, Thm 3.31 (linear case) to prove a version of Theorem 2.1 in which the 
uniform continuity condition on u is relaxed to requiring that u be strongly 
measurable. 
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(3) Theorem 2.1 extends [21, Thm. 21 for a p-uniformly asymptoti- 
cally isometric trajectory U( ., 0) 4’: IR’ + X to the case of a p-uniformly 
asymptotically isometric asymptotic trajectory u: R+ + X. For a related 
result concerning weak convergence of the ergodic means, see 
[ll,Thm.0.2]. 
We now consider further periodicity properties of p-uniformly asymptoti- 
cally isometric asymptotic trajectories. 
Theorem 1.2 specifies conditions on X, the evolution system 
( U( t, S) 10 Q .s < t ), and the asymptotic trajectory u: R + -+ X under which u 
is weakly asymptotic to an almost periodic motion. Additional assumptions 
on u imply that this motion is periodic or even constant. 
2.3. THEOREM. Assume that the conditions on X, the evolution system 
{ U(t, s) IO < s < t }, and the asymptotic trajectory u: R + + X of Theorem 1.2 
are satisfied. 
(a) [L in addition, u(t+h)-u(t) -+ 0 weakly in X as t + co for some 
h>O, then the decomposition u = iY( .+ T, 0) y + cp of u as specified in 
Theorem 1.2 is such that the motion U(. + T, 0) y: Iw+ + X is h-periodic 
and cp~C,([w+, X,.) (i.e., w-lim,,, cp(t)=O). Hence w-lim,,, (u(t)- 
U( t + t, 0) y) = 0, whereby u is weakly asymptotic to an h-periodic motion. 
(b) If, in addition, w-lim,, ,= (u(t+h)-u(t))=0 (respectively, II.I(- 
lim, _ ,x (u(t+h)-u(t))=O)for each hER+, then w-lim,,, u(t) (respec- 
tively, (I . I(-lim, _ 7c u(t)) exists and equals I/ .[I-lim., x (l/T) l,‘u(t) dt. 
Prooj: Proposition (a) is a special case of the following general result 
on l5w.a.p. functions taken in conjunction with Theorem 1.2. The “weak” 
part of proposition (b) is a direct consequence of (a). However, both asser- 
tions of proposition (b) are easy consequences of the fact that, according 
to Theorem 2.1, /( .\I-lim., z (l/T) ji u(r + h) dt = z exists uniformly over 
h E R + (e.g., see [39, remark following Corollary 3.43). 
2.4. LEMMA. Assume that u E W( R +, X), and that 
w-lim(u(t+h)-u(t))=0 for some h > 0. 
I - % 
Then u = gJ,+ + cp where g E C,( R, X) is h-periodic and (D E C,( R + , X,). 
(Here, C,( R +, X,.) denotes the set of all continuous functions q: IR + -+ X 
that vanish weakly at infinity; i.e., w-lim,, ,~ q(t) =O.) 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. According to the DeLeeuw-Glicksberg theory 
[ 13, 141, u E W(R +, X) uniquely decomposes into the sum u = gl W+  cp 
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with gEAP(R,X) and (PE W,(R+, A’). Thus, there exists a sequence 
O<o,f cc such that 
(1) (P~~.-+O weakly in (CAR+, X), II-II,) and 
(2) g,” + f uniformly over R! for some f .5 AP(R, X). 
As before (see the proof of Theorem 1.2.(2) above), if (T,,), is such that 
T, E COW,, ~0) n ~~,~,~(g), then 
(3) gzm -+ g and f,. _ (L)n + g uniformly over R. 
Since 
u(o,l+t+h)-u(o,+t) 
= kJ.(~ + h) - s,,.(t)) + (cp,,(t + h) - cpw,(t)h 
(l)-(3) together with the assumption on u gives us that f(t+k)=f(t) for 
all t > 0. Using (3) once again, and taking into account that g E AP(R, X), 
we conclude that 
(4) g(r+h)=g(t) for all tE[W. 
Now, choose any sequence 0 < t,, 7 cci. For some subsequence ( tnt)k of (t,),, 
(q,,Jk converges weakly (in (C,(R+, X), (1 .I[,,)) to some +E W,(R+, X). 
The identity 
~(t,,, + t + hj - 4tnk + tj = (P(I,,~ + t + h) - dt,, + I) 
and the assumption on u then imply that $ is k-periodic. As $ is an 
element of W,(!R+, X), however, this means that $ =O. Hence cp(t,,,) +O 
weakly in X, which shows that cp E C,(R+, X,.), and thus completes the 
proof of Lemma 2.4. 
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, we indicate applications of the foregoing results to 
solutions of the nonautonomous Cauchy problem. We shall further show 
that almost periodicit-v of an evolution system is not sufficient o guarantee 
the conclusions of Theorem 1.2 even in the context of a finite dimensional 
state space. 
We begin by noting suflicient conditions for an asymptotic trajectory to 
be p-uniformly asymptotically isometric. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Assume that { U( t, s) ) 0 G s < t } is a p-periodic evolu- 
tion system of (nonlinear) nonexpansive operators in a Banach space X. 
(a) If u: R+ +X is an asymptotic trajectory of (LJ(t, s)lO ,<s < t}, 
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then the implications (i) + (ii), (ii)==- (iii), and (iii)* (iv) hold for the 
.folloruing assertions: 
(i) u is continuous, u(t) E D(t) for all t E R+, and u has (norm-) 
relatively compact range; 
(ii) u is uniformly continuous, and there exists a sequence 
0 < t, -+ CC such that (u( t,)), is (norm-) convergent in X, 
(iii) there exists a sequence 0 < t,, --) a such that lim, IIu(t, + kp) - 
u(t,)ll = p(k) exists uniformly over kE N; 
(iv) u is p-uniformly asymptotically isometric. 
(b) ff X is a Hilbert space, D(s) is symmetric for all s E R+, and all 
U(t, s): D(s) + D(t), 0 <s < t, are odd (i.e., U(t, s)( -x) = - U(t, s) x for all 
0 QS < t and all .Y E D(s)), then every asymptotic trajectory u: OX+ --)A’ is 
p-uniformly asymptotically isometric. 
The corresponding results for almost-orbits of (nonlinear) contraction 
semigroups are known (cf. [27]). The proofs for the more general situation 
above are somewhat more tedious, but still elementary, and so we omit 
them for the sake of brevity. The implication “(i) implies (iv)” of Proposi- 
tion 3.1(a) shows that, in particular, Theorem 1.2 above is consistent with 
[17, Thm. 1.1; 18, Thm. 81. 
In applications, evolution systems arise from the solution operators to 
the time-dependent Cauchy problem 
ti(t)EA(t)U(t)+f(t), 06s<t 
u(s) = so E D(A(s)) 
(CP) 
associated with a family A(t): D(t) t X+ 2x, r > 0, of time-dependent, 
generally nonlinear and multivalued operators in X (cf. [32, Chap. 5; 291). 
In this case, motions and asymptotic trajectories of the evolution system 
turn out to be of major importance since 
(a) strong solutions of the homogeneous problem (f= 0) can be 
realized as motions (through the initial value), and 
(b) if f E L’(iR+, X) and the evolution system is p-periodic for some 
p >O, then mild solutions (linear case) or integral solutions (nonlinear 
case) to (CP) are asymptotic trajectories of the evolution system. 
The results of this paper can thus be used to extend results on the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions to the Cauchy problem from the 
autonomous case to the general periodic time-dependent case: 
(1) Weak almost periodicity of solutions (Theorem 1.2); 
(2) Ergodic theorems for solutions (Theorem 2.1); 
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(3) Existence of almost periodic and periodic solutions (Theorems 
1.2 and 2.3); 
(4) Existence of 11 .)I-lim,, ~ u(t) and bc-lim,,\, zc(t) (Theorem 2.3). 
In the linear case, we have no restriction on the state space X, and only 
need a p-periodic family (A(t)),> 0 of linear operators generating a 
uniformly bounded evolution system { U(t, s) IO d s d t } c B(X) (cf. [32, 
Chap. 5)). Then, for f~Li( [s, cc), X), every uniformly continuous mild 
solution to (CP) with weakly relatively compact range is Eberlein weakly 
almost periodic and has norm-convergent ergodic means. For examples in 
the linear case, we refer to [32, Chap. 51 and, for the special case of the 
time-dependent Schroedinger equation with Hamiltonian H periodic in 
time, C20.413. In this latter situation, under the assumptions (and using 
the notation) of [41, Thm. 11, we note that, given any initial value 
uo~Hc(U(T+s, s))\{OJ, the solution U: R + LZ(RN) to the initial value 
problem 
au 
i-g=H(r)u 
u(s) = z4g 
fails to have (norm-) relatively compact range (as follows from [41], 
Thm. 1, (2)], but Theorem 1.2 above applies to show that u is Eberlein 
weakly almost periodic provided only that u is uniformly continuous. 
(Actually, again taking [41, Thm. 1, (2)] into account, a close inspection 
of the proof for part (2) of Theorem 1.2(b) above reveals that any such 
“scattering solution” [41] must even belong to W,(R, L2(Rn)).) 
In the nonlinear case, starting from a uniformly convex state space X, if 
~EL’(CS, a), X) and U(t)),,, is a p-periodic family of m-dissipative 
operators in X satisfying the dissipativity condition H(2.1) and the 
r-dependence domain condition H(2.2) of [29, Chap. 1, Thm. 3.51, then the 
same conclusions as in the linear case above hold for any bounded, 
uniformly continuous and p-uniformly asymptotically isometric integral 
solution to (CP). According to Proposition 3.1, these conclusions thus hold 
for any bounded uniformly continuous integral solution when X is a 
Hilbert space, all D(A(s)) are symmetric, SE R+, and all A(s): D(A(s)) +X 
are odd. For concrete examples, we refer to the “moving convex sets” 
problem of [28] and initial value problems of the form 
o&u+~(l)u in Q x (0, cc) 
u=o on %QxR+ 
u(0, . ) = ug in Q, 
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for a bounded smooth domain Q t R” and a suitable p-periodic family 
(P(f)),,, (where each p(t) is odd) of maximal monotone sets b(t) c [w x R, 
as considered in [12, Sect. 71. 
The Almost Periodic Case 
In bringing this paper to an end, we enlarge upon an example considered 
by Haraux [ 17, pp. 477-4783 to show that Theorem 1.2 cannot be 
extended to the case of almost periodic evolution systems. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. The starting point is the almost periodic evolution 
equation 
t;(t)+ A(t) u(t)=0 (3.2.1) 
in R*, where A: R -+ B(R’) is defined by 
with c( > 0 and b(t) =CFCO ( 1/2k) sin(t/2k) c0s(t/2~), t E R. For c( small 
enough, Haraux [ 171 showed that the solution of (3.2.1) with initial value 
u(O) = (A) is not almost periodic. Fixing c( = 2, we shall show the following: 
(1) the solution of (3.2.1) through any x E 68’ is the complete motion 
(or trajectory) of a contractive and almost periodic linear evolution system 
~=(U(t+t,t):t~[W,~~[W’j on R*, but 
(2) the motion of ?& through x0= (A) even fails to be weakly almost 
periodic in the sense of Eberlein. 
Proof: For t, r E R, let @(t, r) = 2 1:” b(s) ds, and put 
U(t+t, f)= . ( 
cos O(t, t) -sin @(I, 5) 
sm @(t, r) > cos @(t, T) . 
Then U(~+~T)EB(R*) with jlU(t+r,t)JI=l for all t,r~(W, while it is 
straightforward to verify that I = { U( t + T, t) : t E R, t E R + ) is a strongly 
continuous evolution system on R2. Furthermore, given x E X and setting 
u( 1) = U( t, 0) x, te[W, 
it is easy to see that 
(a) ~(t+r)=U(t+r,t)~(t) for all tell and t~lR+, whereby 
z4: R -+ R* is a complete motion (or trajectory) of Q; 
(b) u is uniformly continuous; and 
(c) u is a solution of (3.2.1) with initial value u(O) = x. 
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Now, let (a,), be any sequence in R. Since b E M(R), there is a 
subsequence (b,(,Jk of (a,), such that (ban,rl)k converges uniformly on 
R’ to some f~ AP( R) (by Bochner’s criterion [3]), and we let 
Y’ = ( V( I + 7, t): r E IR, 5 E [w + } denote the evolution system on R* obtained 
by replacing b with f in the definition of %. An elementary estimate now 
shows that (u(t + t + g,,(,+ t + cnfk,) x)~ converges to V(r + r. t) s 
uniformly with respect to r E R for each (5, x) E R + x R2, which is to say 
that “2 is an almost periodic evolution system (cf. [ 17, p. 4741) and this 
serves to establish ( 1). 
Turning to (2) the motion of fi& through -yO is given by 
u(t)= cm s(t) 
( > sing(f) ’ 
teR+, 
where g(r) = xr=, sin* (r/zk) = @(O, t). Setting h(r) = sin g(t), te IX+, it will 
clearly suffice to show that h is not E.-w.a.p. in order to establish the asser- 
tion. According to [25, Thm 31 or [37, Thm. 2.11, moreover, it will be 
enough to exhibit sequences (s,), and (t,), in [w + such that the iterated 
limits 
fi = lim lim h(s, + t,,) 
n I?* 
and 7 = l’,” lim h(s, + t,) 
II 
both exist, but p # y. To this end, we put s, = 2% and t, = (22n - 1)(21~/3) 
for m, n E N. Using standard identities, routine (although tedious) calcula- 
tions show that 
(1) lim, &, + 1,) = g(n) + g(r,,), n E N, and 
(2) c1= lim, (dr,) - 3np) 
=$g(27r/3)+$~&(-1) k sin(2z/(3 .2k)) cos(2rc/(3 .2k)). 
Next, we choose a subsequence (n(j)), of I%! and T  E [7c/2, 7c] such that, 
setting w(j) = $ n(j) for ie N, 
(3) (sin,,j,)j converges uniformly on R to the translate sin, of the 
sine function. 
From (1) (2), and (3), we thus have that 
(4) /3 = limj lim, h(.s, + ‘I = sin(r + g(X) + p). 
On the other hand, the calculations leading to (1) and (2) also allow us to 
conclude that 
(5) v=lim,limj(g(s2,+t,,j,)-O(j)) = p-+g(x)-$~~z,(-l)k 
sin[n/2k] c0s[rc/2~]. 
Combining (3) and (5), we see that 
(6) 3’ = lim, lim, h(sz, + rmcj,) =sin(r + v). 
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Some relatively crude estimates for the values of g(n), g(2x/3), p, and v 
now yield that 
(7) T+~(R)+~L((~c,~x) and T+vE(O,TC). 
In view of (4) and (6), this shows that fl# 11, and the proof is complete. 
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